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INTERNATIONAL ELECTROTECHNICAL COMMISSION

Technical Committee No. 3 Documentation and graphical symbols

Report from the workshop

1� Opening

The Chairman, Mr. Bodin,  opened the meeting, expressing that he was extremely glad to
welcome so many experts to this workshop. (Approximately 35 were present.)

Mrs Anne Birgitte Lindholm, Dansk Standard,  welcomed the participants to the workshop, and
gave information on the DS and the site on which it is presently situated.

The Chairman then continued by saying that this is a workshop, and it is quite fitting that at a
such an occasion tools are presented, (such as this hammer,) which may be used for different for
instance driving nails into a wooden bench, and also for other purposes, e.g. implementing a
policy, when you use it on the fingers of your neighbour: the same can be said about our
database. But the information you are going to get is not for free: you are expected to pay a kind
of dues by taking it into account in the SC meetings.

The three databases which will be shown are very different from each other. Before taking the
differences I’d like to emphasise their common point: They are the result of a strong motivation
and show the dedication of the originators to their work. Now some of the differences in their:

− use: internal use, user access, web-access

− size: 800 symbols, 2000 symbols, thousands of items

− degree of completion: fully operative for projected use, could be fully operable further to
entry of data, prototype level.

With the presentation of their database (617-database, 417-database, DET database) the
speakers are requested to produce their views as to the proposed procedures for adding
(modifying) a single item and maintaining the entire collection.

The agenda for the day was then presented.

Then the Chairman recalled that the decision of the setting up of the TC3 task Force had been
taken in New Delhi, and that since its mission was deemed to be of importance a deputy chairman
had been appointed. He added that further to unforeseen events Mr. Scholz had to take the lead
in 1998 and since then conducted the Task force with great ability and offered to him his warm
congratulations on behalf of TC3, and gave the floor to him.

2� Presentation and demo of the implementation of the Graphical symbols data
base at IEC/CO

Mr. Scholz recalled briefly the work done in the Task Force resulting in a detailed specification of
the information that should be handled in the database, and thanked the participants for all the
work done. He gave then the word to Mr. Maislisch from the IEC/CO.
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Mr. Maislisch gave a thorough presentation of the implementation based on Lotus Domino,
starting with an explanation of how Domino worked, e.g that it makes use of the document
metaphor. The demonstration proved that most of the requirements (that were expected to be
covered by the pilot) had been taken account of.

Further studies can be made on the following

URL:  http://domino.iec.ch/GraSymb/GraSymb.nsf/Welcome?ReadForm

The following questions and discussion revealed that:

− The form for introduction of change requests from the National Committees had not yet
been implemented;

− Overview of symbols (in a search result) is possible but not implemented

− Any file types can be attached, it is just a matter of need and a cost effective way to create
them

The identification of the symbols was also discussed and the difference between  a unique
identification and the different location references relating to the old and possible new
publications was underlined. Both types are needed.

3� Presentation of the maintenance procedures for the database, proposals for
continuation, proposals for marketing, discussion

The secretary of TC3 presented the maintenance procedures as proposed in 3/526/INF, and
modified in 3(Charlottenlund/Secretariat)15, by a series of slides, see Annex A.

− It was stressed that the database is not only intended to be a container for the valid
standard, but also intended to be used as a tool for the management of the entire
standardisation process of graphical symbols (or other items).

− The following discussion showed that a number of participants doubted that it should be
possible the shorten the approval procedure as much as was proposed in the simplified
procedure. This item was to be further considered at the TC3 meeting.

− The ideas for the different marketing levels, presented on the last slide, were supported.

4 Presentation and demo of the data base for IEC 60417

Mr. Brigham presented the IEC 60417 database with some introductory slides, see Annex B, and
then the implementation, on his local computer.

It was made clear that:

− The data base has primarily been designed for the support of the Secretary’s work.

− The database is in operation in the local environment, fully populated and, since the
presently valid IEC 60417 publication has been generated from it, 100% in compliance with
the valid standard.

− Its content can be exported, as a file, in order to generate a possibility for web access.

− The database can be used to present information on released symbols, as well as symbols
under work, but the database has not been originally designed to manage the workflow.

http://domino.iec.ch/GraSymb/GraSymb.nsf/Welcome?ReadForm
http://www.iec.ch/tc3/txt/3_526.pdf
http://www.iec.ch/tc3/txt/3cph15.pdf
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5� Presentation and demo of the CODUS data base for IEC 61360

Mr. Radley presented the implementation of IEC 61360-4 in the CODUS database with some
introductory slides, see Annex C, and then the implementation on his local computer.

− It was noted that information can be exported from the database in SPFF (STEP Physical
File) or SGML formats.

− The content of the database is used in a number of projects, e.g. CIREP

− It is not yet “filled up”, the total need may be around 100 000 items.

[Lunch

Directly after the lunch Mr Nentwich gave a very appreciated interpretation of the collection of
symbols shown on page 180 of IEC 60417, read as hieroglyphs.]

6� Presentation of data base for meta data

Mr. Reuter gave a presentation by slides of the database under construction for the management
of meta data for documents data element types, see Annex D.

7� Discussion of the maintenance of the databases

Mr. Nakamura presented the intended method for development of new standard symbols  for use
on equipment and the maintenance of the collection, see Annex B.

Compared to the maintenance procedure described under clause 3, the major difference is that:

− The product committees as the primary input source, and the co-operation because of that
has been given preference.

− The two tasks of the validation team (according to 3(Charlottenlund/Secretariat)15): to
evaluate and prepare proposals on one side and the formal voting on the other, has in the
SC3C case been split on two groups (that in reality to a large extent should consist of the
same (core of) persons).

8� Reminders for the Subcommittee meetings

Mr. Svensson reminded the delegates that we at the last meeting decided that the SPS for the
entire committee should be updated this time and that therefore draft SPSes should be discussed
and decided on at the SC meetings.

Of special importance was that the maintenance cycles were appropriately defined for all
standards that the SC’s are responsible for.

He also reminded that for the meeting in Kyoto next year a preliminary request for time slots and
rooms had been submitted to the JISC. Definitive requirements should be submitted after this
meeting. Therefore the SCs should decide on the time requirements.
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Annex A
TC3 Workshop in Charlottenlund 1998-11-09

The attached slide presentation contains the program and discusses:

− the symbol concept

− the intended maintenance procedure of the IEC/CO database, according to 5/526/INF and
3(Charlottenlund/Secretariat)15.

− the marketing

http://www.iec.ch/tc3/txt/3_526.pdf
http://www.iec.ch/tc3/txt/3cph15.pdf
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1. Opening, general introduction
2. Presentation and demo of the implementation of 
the Graphical symbols data base at IEC/CO

3. Presentation of the maintenance procedures for 
the database, proposals for continuation, proposals for 
marketing, discussion
4. Presentation and demo of the data base for IEC 60417

5. Presentation and demo of the CODUS data base for 
IEC 61360
6. Presentation of data base for meta data
7. Some reminders for the SC meetings 

Program
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What is a graphical symbol?

• figure, mark or character conventionally used on a diagram or
other document to represent an item or a concept [IEC 60617-1]

• visually perceptible figure used to transmit information
independently of language [ISO/IEC 11714-1, ISO 14617-1]

• visually perceptible figure with a particular meaning used to
transmit information independently of language [IEC 60416-1:
1997 CD]

• ?
• concept represented by a visually perceptible figure

NOTE - The concept has (???) an unambiguous identifier, one  name, if necessary a
definition, at least when there are  synonyms, and a graphical representation (possibly
with variants)
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Overview - Maintenance procedures

•• AC/53AC/53: Deals with the maintenance of standards generally
• Maintenance team (established by TC/SC following procedures for

normal standards)

•• 3/526/INF3/526/INF: Deals with the
maintenance of single items

• Validation team (representing
NC’s, quality assurance)

• Information manager
(technical management of data
input)

• System manager (responsible
for HW/SW- infrastructure)

• Simplified procedure (e.g. new
symbol)

• Comprehensive procedure (new
symbol area, e.g. SF6)

•• TR 61360-3TR 61360-3
• Maintenance Agency

(established by IEC Council)
• Validation Agency = Management

Board
(established by IEC Council)

– assigns  tasks to
• Validation Groups established acc.

to required actual technical
competence
(Members assigned by Validation
Agency )
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Industrial needs -
What do we standardize and how?

• Standardize single items - not collections !
– Any edition is a (printed) collection of standardized single

items at defined points of time

– A data base supports the standardization of single items and
supports printing of collections at any selected point in time

• Provide quick feed back to industry requests!
– A web based data base is actually the only way meet these

requirements when people on different locations are involved
in the process
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Industrial needs -
What do we standardize and how?

• A data base provides the choice to refer to a
“frozen” collection of items  (“print outs”) or to
refer to the current status  of the data base’
content

• Provides also the possibility of quicker updates
of single items and of selected collections (new
editions)

• Gives NC’s the possibility to provide  language
versions  under their control
– Who is in charge of that language version?
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Tasks (not persons!) in the context of 3/526/INF

• System manager
– provides the HW/SW infrastructure (i.e. IEC CO)

– provides access to the data base

• Information manager
– checks whether incoming change requests are prepared in line

with existing symbols and with sufficient quality

– may use resources of the validation team, e.g. the secretary

– maintains the collection,

– runs the data base (i.e. NC  Germany)
– implements the results of the validation team
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Tasks (not persons!) in the context of 3/526/INF

• Validation Team
– evaluate the proposal (incoming change requests)

– reach consensus about the acceptance of the proposal

– if proposal is accepted for work, validate the  final item
 (e.g. symbol)

– vote about the release  of the item (e.g. symbol)

• Maintenance team (context of AC/53, if needed)
– Context of IEC 60617

• provide the structure for print-outs
• provide edition schedules (preferably 1 per year)
• reorganize part 12 and 13 (?)

• finish correction work
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Who appoints the persons/bodies ?

• System manager
– entrusted to an organization/person (i.e. CO)

• Information manager
– The Secretary or the Secretariat may propose to entrust it  to

a NC, managed by a person within that NC

• Validation team, including deputies
– members appointed by the National Committees;  under the

control of the Secretariat

• Secretariat serves as controller
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The simplified procedure

Information manager

Validation team

Data base

National Committees
(Product committees)

Evaluation Validation
2 weeks

Proposal
2 weeks Accepted for work Released

Proposer

Preparation
4 weeks
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The comprehensive  procedure

Information manager

Validation team

Data base

National Committees
(Product committees)

Evaluation

Proposal
2 weeks Accepted for work Released

Proposer

Preparation
4 weeks

CD
12-24 weeks

CDV
20 weeks

FDIS
8 weeks

CC
2-4 weeks

CC
2-4 weeks

RVD
1-2 weeks
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The development of the content of a data base

7LPH

9ROXPH

Edition 07/1999 Edition 07/2000 Edition 07/2001

Maintenance cycle acc. to AC/53

Standardizing
items

General revision
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Graphical symbols for diagrams -
Milestones - Proposal for priority list

1. Pilot project - filling the data base with one part, and then
adjust the design if necessary

2. Filling the database with existing IEC 60617 Ed. 2 (3)
3. Putting into official operation; getting productive, manage

new proposals in the database
4. Updating the database with the result of T2
5. Printing out the next edition of IEC 60617
6. Filling data base with existing consisting ISO 14617-21 - up

7. Harmonize common graphical symbols before putting it into the
data base !

Otherwise results in - grbage in-- grbage out

8. Filling data base with harmonized common symbols !
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Graphical symbols for diagrams -  Proposal
for marketing levels

0. Open access to limited information on single symbols (gif-
file) via Internet - free - used for marketing (the index should
be available for search by public search engines).

1. “Frozen collections” of symbols  (pdf-files), e.g. once/year -
sold - corresponds to today’s offer - but more actual and
different branch specific collections can  easily be made

2.  Subscription of full information  (incl. application notes,
DET-definitions) on released  symbols, downloadable dxf-
files (and sets of files)

3. As 2, but including also proposed  and withdrawn  symbols
4. As 3, but including also downloadable STEP-files  on the

symbols (outsourcing of the maintenance of CAD-libraries)
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Annex B
Presentation of the database used for graphical symbols for use on

equipment according to IEC 60417

The attached slide presentation shows the web interface page for the database, and an
overview of the intended maintenance procedure.





New Procedure in SC3C / Maintenance of IEC60417  (Graphical symbols for use on equipment)New Procedure in SC3C / Maintenance of IEC60417  (Graphical symbols for use on equipment)New Procedure in SC3C / Maintenance of IEC60417  (Graphical symbols for use on equipment)

TechnicalTechnical

   Committee   Committee

  

        or        or

National National 

   Committee   Committee

NewNew
ProposalProposal

SC3CSC3C
SecretarySecretary

M - TeamM - Team
*Evaluation : 1*Evaluation : 1   Decision   Decision

“Comprehensive Procedure”“Comprehensive Procedure”

“Fast Procedure”“Fast Procedure”

moderated discussion groupmoderated discussion group

- Check- Check : Requested format   (Graphical symbols, Title, Description, : Requested format   (Graphical symbols, Title, Description,
                                                                 Context of use , Justification)                                                                 Context of use , Justification)

  Input direct to   Input direct to “Database”“Database”
Location in the Location in the “Database”“Database”

( Advisory panel )( Advisory panel )

*Evaluation : 2*Evaluation : 2   Examine   Examine

    > Graphical symbols, Title,    > Graphical symbols, Title,
             Description, Context             Description, Context
             of use of symbols )             of use of symbols )
    > Consistency in IEC60417    > Consistency in IEC60417
                             and IEC60416                             and IEC60416
    > Pure design point of view    > Pure design point of view

*Coordination :*Coordination :  with related TCs  with related TCs

*Maintenance :*Maintenance :  

    >Data Base    >Data Base
    >Classification,    >Classification,
         Keywords, etc.         Keywords, etc.
    >Overall    >Overall
         consistency of         consistency of
         IEC 60417         IEC 60417

CDCD
StageStage

Feed backFeed back
( Advice )( Advice )

Revised Revised 
  Proposal  Proposal

ValidationValidation
  team  team

VotingVoting
( E-mail )( E-mail )

All informationAll information
via moderatedvia moderated
discussion groupdiscussion group

beforebefore
CDVCDV

Request  Request  
  Approval  Approval

CDVCDV

FDISFDIS

    Approve / Reject    Approve / Reject



Criteria for Fast Procedure

• The symbols can be considered as extensions to, or
adaptations of, a family of existing symbols for a
specific area.

• The proposal involves only editorial changes to the
graphical representations or descriptions, to achieve
greater consistency with other symbols.

• The symbols are part of a wider project (or published
standard) belonging to another technical committee
and following the normal procedure for approval.



“Database” “Database” ( Graphical symbols for use on equipment )( Graphical symbols for use on equipment )

Published SymbolsPublished Symbols New Proposed Symbols /New Proposed Symbols /
Draft SymbolsDraft Symbols

EveryoneEveryone

Limited accessLimited access

SubscribersSubscribers TCs, NCs, M-Team andTCs, NCs, M-Team and
Validation teamValidation team
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Annex C
Presentation of the data base at CODUS, used for the maintenance of data

element types according to IEC 61360

The attached slide presentation was presented by Mr. D. Radley at the workshop.
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3URSHUWLHV�	�DWWULEXWHV
Component, electronic system

Property - length, voltage, temperature, colour etc.

Attribute - identification, definition, value domain etc.
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• Numeric real - voltage, current etc.
• Numeric integer - bits, words, counts etc.
• Text codes - type numbers, codes etc.
• Free text - descriptions etc.
• Diagrams - characteristic curves etc.
• Complex data - points in space, lists, sets etc.
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• Identification
• Definition
• Value domain
• Relation
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• Unique identifier
• Version
• Revision
• Preferred name and synonyms
• Preferred symbol and synonyms
• Other nanmes and codes
• Icon
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• Definition
• Note
• Remark
• Figure
• Formula

• Source document
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• Data type
• Format
• Units
• Value domain
• Source document
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• Conditions
• Tolerances
• Terms
• Classes
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5HODWHG�SURMHFWV
• CIREP (Component Information

Representation European Project)
– Corporate component databases

• ECIX (Electronic Component Information
eXchange - USA)
– Databooks
– (now) Databases

• E-CALS (Electronic CALS - Japan)
– Component databases
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Annex D
Presentation of the intended data base for data elements i.a. for meta data

for documents according to IEC 62045

The attached slide presentation was presented by Mr. F. Reuter at the work shop.
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The situation?

• With the emerging ISO 10303-212 “Electrotechnical design and
installation” exists an information model to exchange and share
data for the description of  electrotechnical applications

• Due to the variety of applications the model is designed with a
possibility to assign user-defined and pre-defined data element
types to almost all entities occurring in the information model

• This allows to extend it by describing outside of the ISO 10303-212
electronic repositories containing data element types (companion
standards)

• The information model needs to be stable for a long time
preferably without any change!

• The information model contains the identifying, describing and
classifying possibilities needed!
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Where is then the problem?

• Within the life cycle of a plant/system a
variety of semantical information occurs
which is not commonly understood

– Volatile due to changing needs in industry!
» e.g. change of technology producing components

used in products results in new or further data
element types

– General items stable - but not defined, respectively
not appropriately prepared

– Different need in industrial branches!
• Resulting in :

– Different understanding of the same information
– not supporting automation in design engineering etc.
– produces  costs, takes time,  reduces quality
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The information flow

Customers’Customers’
ProductProduct

Process output:
 A product 

including ordered function(s)
implemented by components 
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What is the Customers’ product ?

• Described by the totality of
– function-,
– location-,
– component-
– workflow -
– communication and
– document-related data,...
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What are the aims?

• Project IEC 1360-4
– A semantical collection of items (=data element types) associated with

the object component

• Project IEC 62045 (Metadata for documents)
– A semantical collection of items (=data element types) associated with

the object document
– Supporting the management of documents in document management

systems within the life cycle

• Project STEP AP 212 Companion standard
– A semantical collection of items (=data element types) associated with

entities within ISO 10303-212 in order to support the exchange and data
sharing in electrotechnical plants and systems
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Project STEP AP 212 Companion standard -
Simplified structure of the data base

det_definition
organization

det_definition_group

entity_namechange_request

publication_part_relationship

industrial_context

publication_part

det_history_relationship

used_by

uses

associated_with

Is_part_of

has_parts
is_subpart

requests

replacing
replaced_by

replacing
replaced_by

paper_publication
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Project STEP AP 212 Companion standard

• Database available as prototype (under test)
• Test with filling of location-related collection

– Entity: LOCATION
» DETs for environmental purposes

• physical quantities, e.g. temperatures, pressures, humidity,(~75)

» DETs for lighting system
• ... (~10 DETs)

» DETs for fire protection system
» DETs for air conditioning system
» DETs for overpressure system

– Entity: Route, ....
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Project STEP AP 212 Companion standard
Actual situation

DB
MS-Access

Planned:
IEC CO
using
Lotus 

Domino

Internet

Exported/
imported

tables
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Project STEP AP 212 Companion standard -
Services available in the data base

Search-services:
• det_code

– Search within det_definition giving det_code as a keyword (in both long
and short form).

• preferred_name
– Search det_definition giving preferred_name as a keyword (in both long

and short form).

• entity_name
– Enables to search entity_names for a keyword in the  id field, it returns

all entities matching given keyword and additionally all det_definitions
which are available within the found entity_names.
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Project STEP AP 212 Companion standard -
Services available in the data base

Search services (cont.)
• industrial_context

− Performs a search - searching for those  industrial_contexts, which id
field matches the keyword. It gives the list of all entity_names included in
the found industrial_contexts as well.

• change_request_category
− The return gives all change_requests within a selected category.

• change_request_date
− Gives the ability of an extended search in all date-type fields within

change_request table. Found solution can be further selected by typing
the desired range in each of the following fields: date_of_entry,
date_of_evaluation, date_resolved, date_withdrawn.
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Project STEP AP 212 Companion standard -
Services available in the data base

Search services (cont.)

• change_request_id
− Provides as result all change_requests, with an id in a given range.

• change_request_status
− Shows all change_requests with selected status.
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Project STEP AP 212 Companion standard -
Services available in the data base

Data editing services
change_request

– Enables to insert  a change_request - into the data base. The
organization can be either selected of the existing ones, or can be
created. det_code and det_version (or det_group_definition_id in the
case it refers to the group) could only be selected from the existing ones.

• det_definition
• Gives the ability to construct entirely new det_definition in either short or

long form. entity_name can only be chosen from the existing entities.
det_group_definition_id can be selected from the listed groups, or left
blank.
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Project STEP AP 212 Companion standard -
Services available in the data base

Data editing services (cont.)

• det_group_add
− Adds a new det definition group to  a selected entity_name.

• det_definition_add_to_group
− Enables to include each of det_definitions into selected

det_definition_group or to make selected det_definition independent.


